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Making working together simpler

The Clevertouch Enterprise Ecosystem for the agile workspace
Launching at ISE 2019
Hall 13 stand D155

This year at ISE, Clevertouch is
launching the ‘Enterprise
Ecosystem’, an all-one-solution
designed for the agile workspace.
A real-time collaborative platform
that enables participants to work
together seamlessly in an open
environment no matter where they
are located or what device they are
using, whilst ensuring that the
company’s underlying networks
remain totally secure.
Clevertouch will also be celebrating its 10th anniversary at ISE. It’s been a decade since the unveiling
of its pioneering new technology in 2009, the world’s first interactive touchscreen display, which
took the market by storm. For the past 12-months, the development team behind this market
leading interactive touchscreen has been focused on researching and developing the ultimate
enterprise environment. We’re excited to reveal and demonstrate the new ecosystem in its entirety
at ISE 2019.
Connecting multiple users on a common platform is an essential goal for businesses today. More
enterprise entities are deploying Unified Communications and BYOD concepts, using Skype for
Business and other solutions, to enable users to overcome barriers to collaboration. Meeting spaces
are evolving, with more huddle areas and open spaces for informal and unscheduled team meetings,
requiring additional AV technology to connect people remotely. This way of working is becoming

the norm - no longer do we need to book a meeting room or wait for availability – we can schedule a
time and everyone simply logs-in from their touchscreen in the office, laptop, phone or tablet.
“Enabling employees to use collaborative technology should be simple and uncomplicated for
everyone. Users should decide how their technology works, the technology shouldn’t dictate their
path. Unlock content and data from individual devices, move it into a shared workspace so that
everyone in the team can access it simultaneously, regardless of whether they’re in the office or on
the other side of the world,” says Shaun Marklew, Chief Technologist at Clevertouch. “Operating
platform, device or software is no longer the obstacle – in fact the tech and hardware should be
completely irrelevant to participants. It’s important that technology enhances, not impedes, the
free flow of ideas and the power of the collective mind.”
The feature-rich ‘Enterprise Ecosystem’ comprises of video and voice conferencing, screen sharing
and mirroring, file sharing, infinity whiteboarding, remote on-screen annotation, digital messaging,
instant alerts, room and meeting booking system and enterprise-wide digital signage across any
connected screen-based displays – connecting multiple users on a common platform.
Simplicity, ease-of-use and security are the three things that make the Clevertouch ‘Enterprise
Ecosystem’ stand-out. Unlike other collaboration environments, which require users to install apps
and/or plugins often conflicting with the organisation’s internal security protocols, the Clevertouch
ecosystem requires no downloads and can be configured to work within a company’s unique
network and security framework.
The E-Cap from Clevertouch is the central hub of the ‘Enterprise Ecosystem’. The latest interactive
display benefits from a blend of two technologies that combine IR technology and electro magnetic
resonance. The two technologies have enabled Clevertouch to create an advanced, durable and
lightweight display with outstanding touch accuracy and responsiveness, delivering the same user
experience as a capacitive screen, but at a fraction of the cost.
Come and see us in Hall 13 stand D155 for a one-to-one demo of the Clevertouch Enterprise
Ecosystem.
End
About Clevertouch
Clevertouch is an award-winning British manufacturer of large format interactive touchscreen panels
for collaborative education and business environments.

Unlike other manufacturers, Clevertouch does not believe in a one-size fits all approach. Before
entering a new vertical, the development team first research the needs of the individual sector and
then design and develop the perfect display.
Technology in business is nothing new but the demand for real time collaboration and feedback for
your workforce is becoming an everyday requirement. Clevertouch has responded with a range of
interactive collaboration touchscreen, each one featuring a ready-to-use integrated ‘Enterprise
Ecosystem’ delivering video conferencing, screen sharing, remote annotation, whiteboarding, digital
messaging, room booking and on-screen alert solution.
Press information:
Drop by the stand or book a timeslot for a one-to-one demo of the entire collaborative ‘Enterprise
Ecosystem’. Introduce yourself to the ‘on-stand team’ to receive a free glass of champagne and a
complimentary gift from Clevertouch.
For more information or to book an on-stand demo contact Louise Walker E: louise@tigauk.com T:
+44(0)7882 655416

